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Welcome from the Chair   
 

Thank you for your 

interest in working with 

a growing and influential 

network of 

organisations 

committed to realising 

the potential of sport for 

development in the UK. 

 

Collaboration is at the heart of the Sport for 

Development Coalition. The network is made 

up of over 200 charities, sporting bodies, 

community, and voluntary organisations that 

collectively over-arch thousands of projects 

and programmes intentionally using sport and 

physical activity to generate positive social 

outcomes.  

 

Our collective action advocating for an 

enabling policy environment, understanding the 

impact of sport for development at scale, and 

working in partnership to unlock resources to 

maximise the contribution of sport to wider 

social outcomes has developed substantially 

over the past 18 months. This growth and 

progress has been critically important in 

response to the health and social challenges 

faced over this period. 

 

We are now at a critical juncture for the next 

stage of our development. Moving forward the 

Coalition’s new Executive Director will play a 

key role in the joined-up work of the sport for 

development movement in the UK aimed at 

raising the profile of sport for development as 

an important contributor to social, economic, 

and environmental development.  

 

If you are a collaborative leader, passionate 

about the impact sport and physical activity 

can make, with a deep commitment to tackling 

health and societal inequalities, I hope you will 

consider this role.

 

 

Andy Reed OBE 

Chair 
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Introducing the Coalition 
 

The Sport for Development Coalition is a 

national network of more than 

200 charities, community organisations, sports 

governing bodies and foundations, over-

arching thousands of projects and programmes 

across the UK, who are intentionally using 

sport and physical activity to generate positive 

social outcomes.  

 

The Coalition’s mission is to ensure more 

organisations and people recognise, value, and 

invest in the contribution sport can make to 

changing lives, strengthening communities, 

and tackling health and societal inequalities. 

The Coalition is committed to ensuring these 

benefits are enjoyed without barriers or 

discrimination. 

 

The Coalition works collaboratively to measure 

the impact of sport for development at scale, 

help create enabling policy environments and 

mobilise investment required to realise the 

potential positive impact sport and 

physical activity-based interventions can 

deliver. 

 

 

The Coalition delivers through the collective 

action of member organisations supported by a 

small management team. This work is guided 

by the strategy and business plan set out and 

overseen by an inclusive governance structure 

that includes the Coalition Board, sub-

committees, steering groups and project 

teams.  

 

The Coalition is supported by Sport 

England, Comic Relief and Laureus Sport for 

Good, and works in partnership with Made by 

Sport. It is currently hosted by the Sport and 

Recreation Alliance who formally employ the 

Coalition’s staff team. 
 

 
 

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

https://sportfordevelopmentcoalition.org/
https://sportfordevelopmentcoalition.org/plan
https://sportfordevelopmentcoalition.org/our-board
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About the opportunity  
 

The Sport for Development Coalition is 

recruiting an Executive Director to lead the 

next phase of its development. 

 

This is a unique opportunity for an engaging 

leader with a strong track record of 

collaborative working and a proven ability to 

influence a diverse range of stakeholders. The 

incoming Executive Director should be deeply 

committed to tackling health and societal 

inequalities and passionate about maximising 

the contribution sport can make to changing 

lives and strengthening communities. 

 

The Executive Director is responsible for 

delivering the Coalition’s strategy and business 

plan, strengthening the long term legal and 

governance model of the Coalition, and leading 

the ‘backbone’ infrastructure organisation 

supporting the collective action of the network.  

 

They spearhead the Coalition’s advocacy and 

influencing efforts, manage the network’s 

public affairs and policy analysis functions, and 

are responsible for stakeholder relations and 

resource mobilisation. They act as a 

representative and spokesperson for the 

Coalition, both individually and alongside 

leaders from the network, and have oversight 

of strategic communication, insight, and 

member engagement.  

The role reports to the Chair of the Sport for 

Development Coalition and works with the 

Coalition’s Board, inclusive governance 

structure, and wider movement of sport for 

development organisations. They directly 

manage a small backbone support team as 

well as a range of contractors.  

 

This is a rare opportunity for an innovative and 

collaborative professional to play a key role in 

championing and advancing the intentional use 

of sport and physical activity to address key 

social challenges faced across the UK.  
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Key responsibilities  
 

Collective action, partnerships development and collaboration  

• Mobilise wide ranging support and commitment for the collective action of the Coalition. 

• Grow the number of organisations actively contributing to the joined-up work of the Coalition.  

• Broker new partnerships with organisations and sectors that further the awareness, reach, 

and impact of sport for development, ensuring an appropriate balance of sport for 

development and wider social policy stakeholders. 

• Maintain and strengthen the partnerships and collaboration between the Coalition and other 

leading sector bodies within and beyond sport and physical activity. 

• Ensure a diversity of lived experience contributes to, leads, and governs the Coalition’s 

collective action. 

Strategic leadership 

• Lead the implementation of the Coalition’s strategy and business plan, delivering the 

objectives set for the network’s collective action across the advocacy, impact, investment, 

and governance development pillars.  

• Ensure that engagement in the collective action of the Coalition offers a clear value 

proposition to sport for development organisations and potential partners across sectors, 

through delivering impactful advocacy, scaled impact measurement, and collective capacity 

building. 

• Provide collaborative leadership to the Coalition network and wider sport for development 

sector. 

• Provide organisational leadership to the Coalition staff team. 

 

Advocacy and influencing 

• Convene leaders and organisations from across the Coalition to shape collective messaging 

and advocacy on behalf of the sector. 

• Champion the potential of sport for development with policy makers, public bodies, 

commissioners, and funders across sectors, clearly articulating the action required to 

maximise the contribution of sport and physical activity-based interventions to wider social 

outcomes.  

• Manage the production of impactful research, reports, and insights on behalf of the Coalition, 

drawing on the collective monitoring, evaluation, and research of the network.  
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• Oversee the delivery of strategic communication on behalf of the Coalition (including website, 

social media, press, events, etc) to develop and create a strong brand and voice for the 

network.  

• Act as a spokesperson for the Coalition, and where appropriate the sport for development 

movement, alongside the Chair and leaders from the network; speak and present on behalf of 

the network at events, public forums and in the media; and facilitate and lead meetings and 

events on behalf of the Coalition.  

 

Governance and Operations  

• Oversee the Coalition’s financial and risk management, ensuring its resilience and long-term 

sustainability. 

• Identify and mitigate risks, escalating these to the Board as required. 

• Work with the Chair, Board members and inclusive leadership structure of the network to 

strengthen the long term and sustainable legal and governance model of the Coalition. 

• Manage the Coalition’s relationships with funders and partners and lead fundraising and 

resource mobilisation activities on behalf of the Coalition. 

• Negotiate and manage commercial agreements and service provider contracts on behalf of 

the Coalition. 

• Build and manage an effective backbone support team who facilitate and manage the 

collective action of the network. 
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Person specification 
 

Experience and professional attributes  

• An exemplary track record promoting collaboration across organisations and stakeholders to 

deliver common strategic goals and objectives, managing multiple external relationships, and 

building consensus across organisations. 

• Demonstrated success influencing and supporting public policy development and sector-wide 

strategy, working effectively with stakeholders including Ministerial offices, officials in 

government departments and non-departmental public bodies, and/or leaders of charities 

and third sector organisations. 

• Experience working successfully with non-executive boards. 

• A track record of leading and managing lean staff teams through an inclusive and 

empowering leadership style. 

• Demonstrated success generating income within the chartable and/or sport sector is 

desirable. 

• Minimum five years leadership role within a similar organisation or department charged with 

these functions.  

 

Skills and knowledge  

• Experience and understanding of membership bodies, infrastructure organisations, or 

managing diverse and complex stakeholders. 

• Strong analytical skills with an ability to assess and prioritise strategic and tactical issues and 

apply evidence-based decision making.  

• Well-developed understanding of generating insight and evidence at scale and managing 

monitoring, evaluation and learning systems with a strong public policy focus. 

• Excellent written communication skills with a track record managing or producing impactful 

publications and reports in support of public policy development and sector-wide strategic 

direction. 

• Well-developed project, financial and risk management skills with good business acumen. 

• Applied understanding of social policy issues, good knowledge of the charitable and voluntary 

sector, with a deep understanding of sport for development policy and programming is highly 

desirable. 
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Personal attributes 

• An engaging and innovative leader who builds consensus and can garner support for 

collective action and collaboration across organisations and stakeholders.  

• A highly credible networker and communicator, with strong interpersonal and ambassadorial 

skills and ability to build a collaborative culture internally and externally.  

• An analytical thinker capable of creative thinking to solve problems and an ability to deliver 

within capacity and financial constraints. 

• A flexible and adaptable manager able to respond to the changing demands of a growing 

organisation. 

• Demonstrated commitment to, and understanding of, equity, diversity and inclusion, valuing 

the importance of diverse lived experience governing, leading and contributing to 

organisational and network strategy and policy. 

• Strong personal values with empathy and a passion for tackling health and societal 

inequalities. 
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Applying for the role 
 

Terms of Appointment 

Salary: £60,000pa  

Location: The Coalition has a flexible working policy but with an understanding that the Executive 

Director will have a regular presence in the London office for two days per week. Some travel around 

the UK will also be required.  

Benefits: An attractive benefits package including a competitive pension scheme, health and 

wellbeing support and a generous leave package. An overview of these benefits is available at the 

following link. 

 

Submitting an application 

To apply please send a covering letter outlining how you meet the person specification and your CV 

to: recruitment@sportandrecreation.org.uk 

 

As part of the shortlisting process, personal and identifying data will be removed ahead of the 

shortlisting process.  

 

We would also welcome applicants competing a voluntary diversity monitoring process at the 

following link. This process is not part of the assessment process but is to help the Coalition monitor 

the equity of our recruitment processes. 

 

If you would like to access this pack or complete your application in an alternative format, please 

contact the Coalition at coalition@sportfordevelopmentcoalition.org. 

 
Applications close on Wednesday 12th January 2022.  

 

Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion  

The Sport for Development Coalition is committed to equal opportunities for individuals regardless of 

age, disability, sex, gender identity and gender expression, sexual orientation, pregnancy and 

maternity, race, religion or belief, marriage, and civil partnerships.  

 

https://sportfordevelopmentcoalition.org/sites/default/files/file/SRA%20Total%20Rewards%20Package.pdf
mailto:recruitment@sportandrecreation.org.uk
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/MonitoringForm_SFDC
mailto:coalition@sportfordevelopmentcoalition.org
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The Coalition welcomes and encourages applications from people of all backgrounds. We 

particularly encourage applications from people from diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds, 

disabled people, people from the LGBTQ+ community, as these groups are currently under-

represented across the Coalition’s governance and leadership structures. 
 

Safeguarding 

The Sport for Development Coalition believes that no child, young person, or adult at risk should 

ever experience abuse of any kind. We all have a responsibility to promote the welfare, rights and 

safety of all children, young people, and adults at risk.  

 

Therefore, all posts undergo a safer recruitment process including but not limited to disclosure of 

criminal records where necessary and eligibility to work in the UK. All checks can be undertaken 

utilising a sensitive applications route. We have procedures in place to promote safeguarding and a 

safe culture at the Coalition. 
 

GDPR 

Protecting your personal data is of the upmost importance to the Sport for Development Coalition. 

The Coalition will be the processor and controller of any data you provide through this application 

process, in compliance with the Data Protection Act 2018. Our privacy policy explains how we 

collect, use, and process data and personal information in compliance with data protection 

principles and data protection legislation.  

 

If you have any questions about the use and storage of your data collected through this application 

process, please contact: coalition@sportfordevelopmentcoalition.org 

 

Indicative Timeline 

The indicative timelines for the recruitment process are set out below. These are preliminary dates 

and could be subject to change. If you are unable to meet these timeframes, please let us know in 

your application letter.  

 
 

Date Milestone 

Wednesday 8th December  Recruitment commences 

Wednesday 12th January  Applications close 

Commencing 13th January  Shortlisting  

Week commencing 31st January   Interviews with shortlisted candidates 

 

 

https://sportfordevelopmentcoalition.org/privacy-policy
mailto:coalition@sportfordevelopmentcoalition.org
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Confidential discussion 

For a confidential discussion about this opportunity with the Chair of the Sport for Development 

Coalition, or for further information please contact: 

 

coalition@sportfordevelopmentcoaliton.org  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Contact us 
   

 coalition@sportfordevelopmentcoalition.org 

 Holborn Tower, 137-145 High Holborn, 

  London, WC1V 6PL 

 

         

mailto:coalition@sportfordevelopmentcoaliton.org

